Steel platforms for

2

-storey exhibition stand construction

Leasing, construction
and removal

®
The top address in Germany for steel platforms

Doubly effective
Exhibitors who present themselves at the busiest
trade fairs more and more frequently demand double-storey stand constructions.
We would like to offer you our support, so that you can
also meet these requirements without increasing costs
through investments and larger storage capacities.

x2

We rent and install steel platforms
The supports of our double-storey constructions are
made of MSH profiles and fit into the grid dimension

We offer both variants with standard panelling; a
design with styling is also possible.

of 250mm. Thus, field sizes e.g. of 3,500 x 4,750 mm or

The staircases are offered regularly with styling.

4,000 x 5,250 mm can be used for your individual stand

They have a slope ratio of 181 X 270 mm. The free pas-

design. 45° angles are also standard – additional spe-

sage is 1,200 mm. Single flights, straight, single or dou-

cial designs are optional.

ble spiral staircases are all part of the standard offering. Custom solutions are possible here as well. You

We offer two variants:

can choose from several versions for the steps: beech,
maple, varnished according to RAL or untreated for

The standard platform with span widths up to 5,500

your carpet or your laminate.

mm has an upper edge of 2,896 mm; the supports con-

We offer several variants of parapets: anodised poles

sist of 100 X 100 mm MSH-profiles. The floor joists are

made of aluminium combined with stainless steel

double U-200 profiles. The usable total height in the

cables, glass panes with either clear or satin glass,

lower level is 2,530 mm plus 60 mm for a sprinkler sys-

handrails of beech or anodised aluminium. A parapet

tem, if required. However, the height can be increased

made fully of glass with stainless steel handrails is also

as needed by steps of 181 mm. This stand requires

available.

at least three wind bracings to ensure the necessary
structural stability.
Our XXL-stand comes without wind bracings! In this
design, we achieve span widths of over 10,000 mm. The
supports consist of 180 X 180 MSH-profiles and the
joists consist of double T-joist with a thickness of up to
400 mm. The upper edge is 3,258 mm.

2-storey with the Achte® system
Economical and fast from a single source
Highest competitiveness through great prices

Extremely variable, extendible with individual

Benefit from our low prices without taking any risks.

customisations

The high quality of our material and the reliability

You can either make use the standard designs or

of our team complement our offer. We would be

you can tell us what you need. With the help of mod-

happy to provide you with references in a personal

ern machinery, we are in the position to make all

meeting.

your wishes come true in our workshop.

Simple, risk-free planning within the grid

Fastest availability

No other system is easier for planning and handling.

Planned today, constructed the day after tomorrow
– we are as fast as you need us to be and naturally,

Attractive styling

where you want us to be.

Aluminium and wood suit any appearance with our
without covering. Simple stands in particular are

Tested hundreds of times

considerably enhanced by the attractive look of our

An experienced and committed team of profession-

staircases and railings.

als is particularly helpful against the stress of trade
fairs and tight schedules. We look forward to your
two-storey challenge!

®

The Achte® service quote
Instant quote

Construction and removal

Upon request, we will create a quote for you within

Your deadlines are our deadlines. Punctual con-

the shortest time possible.

struction and removal, domestically and internationally, is part of our famous great service. On request

Planning support

we also gladly handle all tasks that go beyond the

We are glad to help you, regardless of what planning

construction of a one-storey structure.

support you need in multi-storey construction. We
create auditable statics for submission to the exhi-

Customer protection

bition corporation.

We guarantee customer protection for you.

Our customers
From 20 to 1,000 square metres – we are
there for you
Many large and notable companies, trade fair architects and builders regularly rely on our system and
service. We would be happy to provide you with references in a personal meeting.
Test our efficiency
Since many years, we have been winning new

Achte display systems gmbH

customers every year and convincing them of our
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efficiency. We would be glad to take up your chal-

40721 Hilden, Germany

lenges. Simply send a short e-mail to verkauf@ach-

Telephone: +49 (0)2103 97877-28

tesystem.de or call us at +49 (0)2103 97877-28. We

Fax: +49 (0)2103 97877-25

look forward to hearing from you!

verkauf@achtesystem.de

®

